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Budgets and Binges: The Bizarre Bond Between Blockbuster Budgets 
and Bountiful Binges of Brats

Caleb Hoffman, Addison Terry, Gina P Trudeau

Cambridge, Massachusetts

The  seemingly  incongruous  relationship  between  the  budget  of  the  largest  movie
production and the consumption of hotdogs by the Nathan's Hot Dog Eating Competition
champion has long been a puzzling enigma confounding researchers and cinephiles alike.
In this study, we endeavored to unravel this culinary and cinematic conundrum using data
from The Numbers and Wikipedia. Our analysis spanned the years 1979 to 2022, revealing
a surprising correlation coefficient of 0.8740617 and a statistically significant p-value <
0.01. The implications of these findings are as tantalizing as they are tantalizingly weird,
suggesting  a  potential  link  between  lavish  spending  on  celluloid  spectacles  and  the
seemingly insatiable appetite for tubular meats. This paper offers a quirky yet thought-
provoking  exploration of  the  intersection  between film finance  and competitive  eating,
shedding light on the quirky quirks of these seemingly disparate domains.

The world of cinema holds within its reels a glitzy
allure and an intoxicating blend of storytelling and
spectacle.  At  the  same  time,  the  world  of
competitive  eating  carries  with  it  an  equally
captivating,  if  more  gluttonous,  appeal.  Uniting
these seemingly unrelated universes are the peculiar
variables  of  movie  budgets  and  hotdog
consumption,  which  form  the  crux  of  our
investigation.  The curious correlation between the
budget  of  the  largest  movie  production  and  the
devouring of hotdogs by the reigning champion of
Nathan's Hot Dog Eating Competition has sparked
our interest in this kooky conundrum.

While traditional hypotheses might posit that these
variables  are  as  related  as  lightsabers  and  lima
beans,  our  initial  dives  into  the  data  revealed  an
unexpected trend. From the data archival sources of
The Numbers and Wikipedia, we cobbled together a
dataset  spanning  over  four  decades,  unveiling  a
surprising  correlation  coefficient  that  left  us

scratching our heads in incredulity. With a value of
0.8740617, the correlation is stronger than a good
cup of coffee. Not to mention, the p-value of less
than  0.01  is  about  as  rare  as  finding a  cinematic
gem in the bargain bin.

Our findings beckon us to consider the implications
of this correlation, hinting at a potential connection
between the exorbitant spending behind Hollywood
blockbusters  and  the  astounding  capacity  for
consuming  cylindrical  meats.  This  paper  embarks
on a whimsical, albeit rigorously scientific, odyssey
into the intersection of film finance and competitive
eating,  unearthing  the  absurd  and  delightful
linkages  between  these  seemingly  mismatched
domains. 

While  our  pursuit  may  appear  as  whimsical  as
chasing fireflies, the implications of our findings are
as profound as they are peculiar, shedding light on
the quirkier side of statistical oddities and forging
unexpected  connections  between disparate  realms.
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So,  come  with  us  as  we  delve  into  this  curious
compendium  of  celluloid  extravagance  and
gluttonous feats—a journey that promises to leave
you  both  entertained  and  intellectually  nourished,
much like a theater trip with a bucket of popcorn
and a Dodger Dog.

LITERATURE REVIEW

A multitude of studies have delved into the world of
large movie budgets and their impact on the cinema
landscape.  In  "The  Economic  Impacts  of
Blockbuster  Films"  by  Smith,  the  authors  find  a
positive  correlation  between  the  budget  of  mega-
productions and their box office success. Similarly,
Doe's  "Big  Money,  Big  Screen:  Exploring  the
Relationship Between Film Budgets and Revenue"
presents evidence suggesting that increased budgets
often  lead  to  greater  financial  returns.  The
implications of these scholarly works are profound,
shaping our understanding of the financial dynamics
within the film industry.

However, as we venture deeper into the cinematic
rabbit hole, we encounter a more peculiar avenue of
investigation. Let us pause for a moment to consider
the  eclectic  selection  of  non-fiction  literature  that
flirts  with  the  fringes  of  our  enigmatic  subject
matter.  "The  Culinary  Delights  of  Cinema:  From
Popcorn  to  Hotdogs"  by  Jones  meanders  through
the cultural significance of movie snacks, providing
a  gastronomic  perspective  that  could  potentially
offer insights into the elusive relationship between
movie budgets and hotdog consumption. 

Shifting gears from the realm of scholarly works,
we turn our attention to a selection of fiction books
that,  while  not  directly  addressing  our  research
topic, exude an air  of cinematic binge-worthiness.
"The  Blockbuster  Conundrum"  by  A.  Reader,
although  fictional,  playfully  explores  the
extravagant  world  of  Hollywood  and  the  quirky
characters  that  inhabit  it.  In  a  more  offbeat  vein,
"Hotdogs  and  High  Stakes"  by  P.  Lots  offers  a

delightfully absurd narrative that seems to tap into
the whimsicality of our own investigation.

In  our  pursuit  of  understanding  the  peculiar
correlation  between  movie  budgets  and  hotdog
consumption, we could not resist the enticement of
popular  TV  shows  that  might  offer  intriguing
tangential  insights.  "Cinematic  Appetites"  and
"Hotdog  Diaries"  are  just  a  few  examples  of
television  programming  that  provided  us  with  a
delightful  distraction  and,  dare  we  say,  a  tangy
infusion of inspiration.

As we plunge headlong into this exuberant medley
of  literature  and  media,  we  acknowledge  the
lighthearted  spirit  with  which  we  approach  our
analytical  odyssey,  holding fast  to  the notion  that
beneath  the  surface  of  the  academically  rigorous
lies a realm of whimsy and unexpected connections.

METHODOLOGY

Now,  let's  embark  on  this  rollercoaster  ride  of  a
methodology  where  we  attempt  to  wrangle  the
unwieldy beast of data collection and analysis with
the precision of a trapeze artist crossing the science
circus.  First,  we  scoured  the  vast  and  wondrous
virtual  landscape,  combing  through  the  annals  of
The Numbers and Wikipedia like intrepid treasure
hunters seeking elusive nuggets of truth amidst the
digital flotsam and jetsam.

In our pursuit  of the almighty movie budgets and
the mighty hotdog consumption, we harnessed the
power of technology, wielding the magnificence of
web scraping and data mining techniques to extract
nuggets of information from the interwebs. For each
year from 1979 to 2022, we meticulously gathered
data on the budget of the largest movie production,
painstakingly navigating the labyrinth of box office
records  and  production  details.  Meanwhile,  our
quest for hotdog consumption figures led us to the
annals  of  competitive  eating  history,  where  we
pored  over  records  of  Nathan's  Hot  Dog  Eating
Competition like culinary scholars ruminating over
ancient recipes.
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With our treasure trove of data in tow, we subjected
our  findings  to  the  rigors  of  statistical  analysis.
Armed  with  the  trusty  tools  of  correlation
coefficients and p-values, we sought to unravel the
intricate dance of numbers and trends hidden within
our eclectic dataset. This statistical tango allowed us
to unearth the surprising correlation coefficient of
0.8740617, a figure that stood as tall and proud as a
skyscraper in the statistical skyline.

Furthermore, we harnessed the might of inferential
statistics,  unleashing  the  power  of  hypothesis
testing to ascertain the significance of our findings.
Lo and behold, the p-value that emerged from the
depths of our statistical cauldron was less than 0.01,
a result as rare and wondrous as a unicorn sighting
in the world of data analysis.

In  the  face  of  this  analytical  adventure,  let  it  be
known that  our  methodology  was  not  without  its
quirks and caprices. Much like a daring trapeze act,
we balanced precision with audacity, navigating the
treacherous terrain of internet data collection with
the  agility  of  a  tightrope  walker  amidst  gusts  of
digital noise.

And so, our methodology stands as a testament to
the curious and convoluted path we tread in pursuit
of unraveling the enigmatic entanglement between
blockbuster budgets and bountiful binges of brats.
As  we  proceed  to  unveil  our  findings,  may  this
methodology serve as a whimsical roadmap to the
scientific  wonders  that  await  within  the  realm  of
cinematic finance and competitive eating delights.

RESULTS

The  statistical  analysis  of  the  data  yielded  a
correlation  coefficient  of  0.8740617,  indicating  a
remarkably strong positive relationship between the
budget  of  the  largest  movie  production  and  the
number of hotdogs consumed by the Nathan's Hot
Dog  Eating  Competition  champion.  This
relationship was further supported by an r-squared
value of 0.7639839, suggesting that approximately
76.4% of the variability in hotdog consumption can
be explained by the variation in movie production

budgets. The p-value of less than 0.01 signified the
statistical  significance  of  this  relationship,  or  in
other words, the odds of these two variables being
unrelated are about as slim as a diet hotdog.

To  vividly  illustrate  this  uncanny  connection,  we
present Figure 1, a scatterplot that visually depicts
the robust correlation between the two variables. As
you'll  see,  the  data  points  align  themselves  more
neatly than a pack of perfectly arranged hot dogs,
forming a positively sloped trend line that rivals the
twists and turns of a captivating movie plot. It's as if
the  movies  are  acting  as  the  appetizer,  enticing
audiences  to  then  consume  an  absurd  amount  of
hotdogs. 

These  results  defy  conventional  wisdom  and
challenge the notion that movie budgets and hotdog
binges exist in separate, unrelated spheres. Instead,
they  hint  at  a  curious  and  intriguing  connection,
akin to finding the unexpected twist in a blockbuster
script  or  uncovering  a  hidden  ingredient  in  a
delicious hotdog recipe. Our findings open the door
to a smorgasbord of questions and possibilities that
beckon  further  exploration,  inspiring  both  serious
inquiry and whimsical wonder in equal measure.

Figure 1. Scatterplot of the variables by year

DISCUSSION

The prodigious correlation uncovered in our study
between the budget for the largest movie production
and  the  consumption  of  hotdogs  by  the  Nathan's
Hot  Dog  Eating  Competition  champion  is  a
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revelation that ignites both intellectual curiosity and
bemused disbelief. When we revisit our dabbling in
the  world  of  literature  review,  the  surprising
intersection of non-fiction and fiction works hint at
a  whimsical  realm of  possibilities,  much  like  the
unpredictable  ploys  of  movie  plot  twists  or  the
unexpected savory flavors of a gourmet hotdog.

Our  results  align  with  the  scholarly  findings  of
Smith and Doe, alluding to a positive relationship
between movie budgets and financial success. This
parallel  offers  a  tantalizing  pathway  to
understanding  the  peculiar  bond  between  film
finance  and  the  ravenous  appetite  for  hotdogs.
Furthermore,  the  playful  exploration  of  cinema
snacks  and  the  frivolous  yet  beguiling  fictional
narratives  in  "The  Blockbuster  Conundrum"  and
"Hotdogs and High Stakes" subtly echo the bizarre
yet  compelling  correlation  we  have  unearthed,
highlighting the whimsical nature of our research.

Our findings uphold the hypothesis that extravagant
movie productions somehow stimulate an urge for
hotdog  indulgence,  reminiscent  of  the  irresistible
allure  of  a  captivating  film.  The  visually  striking
scatterplot resembling a perfectly arranged pack of
hotdogs  serves  as  a  metaphor  for  the  unexpected
alignment  of  these  seemingly  incongruous
variables. Just as a movie plot unfolds, our results
reveal  a  narrative  of  intertwined  financial
extravagance and gustatory excess, conveying a tale
as captivating as any silver screen spectacle.

In retrospect,  the tangential  insights  gleaned from
popular TV shows infuse our research with a zesty
dash of inspiration, underscoring the duality of our
academic inquiry. It is not merely a dry examination
of  statistical  associations,  but  a  celebration of the
delightful  connections  that  underscore  the  quirky
quirks of our world. Our study opens the door to a
limitless  menu  of  further  inquiries,  inviting
researchers  to  indulge  in  the  conundrum  of
extravagant  budgets  and  bountiful  bratwursts,
elevating  the  pursuit  of  knowledge  to  a  flavorful
feast of intellectual exploration.

CONCLUSION

In  conclusion,  our  research  has  elucidated  a
perplexing yet compelling correlation between the
budget  of  the  largest  movie  production  and  the
astonishing  volume  of  hotdogs  consumed  by  the
Nathan's  Hot  Dog  Eating  Competition  champion.
This quirky connection, akin to a cinematic twist in
the plot of statistical  analysis,  defies conventional
expectations and invites further contemplation. The
statistical  significance  of  the  correlation,
highlighted  by the  p-value,  is  as  clear  as  a  high-
definition  close-up  shot,  underscoring  the
substantive nature of this relationship. 

It  seems  that  the  bloated  budgets  of  box-office
juggernauts  may  indeed  act  as  a  harbinger  for
voracious  hotdog  appetites,  much  like  a
scrumptious trailer whetting the audience's appetite
for  a  movie.  However,  despite  the  deliciously
curious  nature  of  this  correlation,  we  must
acknowledge that our study has reached the limit of
this quirky inquiry. Further research in this domain
might leave us wading into waters as murky as the
condiments on a loaded hotdog, with little promise
of  transformative  discovery.  Therefore,  we  assert
that this particular avenue of exploration has been
thoroughly  traversed,  leaving  the  tantalizing
connection  between  cinematic  largesse  and
competitive  hotdog  consumption  as  a  delightful
enigma  that  may  forever  tickle  our  intellectual
palates  without  demanding  further  scholarly
attention.
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